THE FLATJACK CHAIR

The FlatJack is a rock-solid
and uncommonly comfortable
folding chair for use indoors
and out. Simple, contemporary
and considered, this modern
interpretation of a design classic
has been painstakingly planned
and meticulously manufactured.
FlatJack's sleek wooden frame
is perfectly machined from a
single sheet of sustainable birch
ply. It is then hand finished
before being stained and either
lacquered or oiled. Its removable,
double layer sling is made
using luxury outdoor textiles by
Kvadrat and Sunbrella, and has

reinforced stitching throughout.
The custom metal fittings are
machined and polished by hand,
and available in solid bronze,
brass or stainless steel.
The chair has 4 reclining angles
and can be adapted for taller or
shorter people (8 positions in
all). Both chair and sling
are reversible.
Folds perfectly flat and can be
stacked. Water and UV resistant
Designed and built
solely in the United Kingdom

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS

Frame: FSA or PEFC certified, exterior grade,
30mm, Baltic Birch plywood. Stained lacquer or
oil. Cut and finished in Billingshurst, Sussex.

Folded Flat:

Sling: 15oz natural cotton canvas or exteriorgrade textiles by Kvadrat and Sunbrella. Cut,
made and trimmed in Bethnal Green London.

L x 131cm / W x 88cm / H x 84cm

Fittings: Brass CZ121M; Bronze SAE660;
Stainless Steel 316. Machined and polished
in Stratford, London.

L x 164cm / W x 88cm / H x 3cm

Sleeping:
Seated:
L x 110cm / W x 88cm / H x 123cm

Weight:
15kg

We are a collaboration of
designers, engineers and
manufacturers who love the
things we make and take real
pleasure making them.
We work with high-end retailers
and businesses to produce limited
edition runs of uncompromising
products. Products of any kind,
shape, or size.
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